Automatic Detection of Gene Clusters
by P-Quasi Complete Linkage Grouping
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1 Introduction
It is known that bacteria genomes are highly organized to express functions cooperatively, for instance,
by operons or by locating related genes adjacently on the genome for the transcriptional advantage.
Since the complete sequences of several genomes were released, the gene clusters that are de ned
as locally conserved gene sets beyond species have been progressively studied for these few years
[1, 2, 3, 5]. However, it seems dicult to extract functionally important gene clusters manually
because the detecting of gene clusters depends on which organisms to compare. Our goal is to extract
signi cant gene clusters automatically with appropriate level of conservation among various species.
In our system, tentatively called P-quasi completeness gene cluster detector, or P-CGC detector, the
magnitude of signi cance of gene clusters can be controlled by P-% completeness of linkage of gene
clusters, in other words, by the extent of conservation among various species.

2 Method and System
We use 14 microorganisms and the whole processes to detect gene clusters are as follows:
1. Best hit search with Smith-Waterman score equal to or more than 100
2. Extraction of possible gene clusters by SIMIC search, allowing insertion,deletion and permutation
of genes
3. P-quasi complete linkage grouping of gene clusters among 14 species
4. Identi cation of orthologs and paralogs by COG+ method where paralogous genes are added to
COGs [4]

3 Results and Discussions
We examined a various set of parameter values, P, and obtained the range of 20{60% that best
extracted signi cant gene clusters. Fig. 1 is an example of extracted gene clusters (P=20%). The
ATPase cluster seems to entirely reproduce the manual version of KEGG database. In addition,
several interesting characteristics are found in the cluster. Generally speaking, archaeal ATPases
contain common subunits, chain (cog1), (cog3), B (cog5) and C (cog6) as eubacteria, but they have
unique subunits that are di erent from eubacteria (cog9{12 that apparently substitute for cog0, cog2,
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Figure 1: ATPase cluster: table and wired image of orthologs.
cog4, cog7). Moreover, there are duplicated homologs for B chain (cog5). However, it is interesting to
nd that only B. burgdorferi (bbu) has unique archaeal characteristics among eubacteria. Furthermore,
in A. aeolicus (aae), the cluster is divided into four or more pieces on the genome.
We think that our system can correctly detect appropriate gene clusters automatically and we
are now improving and extending it for representing paralogous genes and fusion genes eciently.
Through this work, we expect to analyze the statistical di erences of genome organization among
organisms and it would provide us with the understanding of the history of genome evolution.
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